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The articles published in Legal News
represent the views of the contributor
and are not necessarily the official views
of the Confederation of South Wales Law
Societies, Cardiff & District Law Society,
or of the Editorial Board. The magazine
or members of the Editorial Board are in
no way liable for such opinions. Whilst
every care has been taken to ensure that
the contents of this issue are accurate,
we cannot be held responsible for any
inaccuracies or late changes. No article,
advertisement or graphic, in whole or in
print, may be reproduced without written
permission of the publishers.

5 April 2010...Are you ready for the end of the tax year?
Seminar invite, Cardiff & District Law Society
Cardiff & District Law Society are pleased to be
working with Wesleyan for Lawyers - specialist
providers of holistic finance planning for lawyers.
With just one month to go this seminar will discuss how
to make the most of your current tax allowances before
the new tax year starts and will cover:
• Effective use of pension allowances
• Protecting yourself from unnecessary taxation
• Tax efficient savings & investments
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Date: 4 March 2010
Time: 5.30 - 7.00pm
CPD Points: 1 hour (unaccredited)
Venue: Law Society Office in Wales, Capital Tower,
Greyfriars Road, Cardiff, CF10 3AG
Speaker: Jon Parker, Area Manager, Wesleyan for
Lawyers.
Complimentary drinks and canapes will be served.
To reserve your place:
Email jon.parker@wesleyan.co.uk, Tel 07769 640 554

CARDIFF AND
DISTRICT

PRESIDENT’S LETTER
Stuart Hutton, PRESIDENT

There is little doubt
that the Legal
Services Commission
together with the
Ministry of Justice
are continuing to put
practitioners under
intense pressure with
tendering for Civil and
Criminal Contracts.
There is much comment made that
the Legal Services Commission just
does not understand the nature
of our businesses and the market
that we have to contend with.
In consequence the decisions
made by civil servants are thought
unworkable and unforeseen
consequences are likely to follow.
Practitioners have been complaining
for years that the Legal Services
Commission does not understand
them and are doing bit by bit
everything that they can to
undermine the efficacy of the
profession and its future.

State spends more money on legal
representation than any other
country in the world is to imply that
our Government is over-generous.
As I have said before in 1943 the
RUNCIE Committee which was,
of course, the all party, no party
apolitical conference, determined
that poor relief should go and that
a properly funded legal aid system
should be established. This piece
of history should not be forgotten.

We really need to campaign
for change and the need of an
independent Ombudsman to set

and safeguard remuneration so as
to take it out of the political arena.
There is the further practical issue
arising from this turmoil in that our
profession will be unable to attract
younger practitioners to the legal
aid side of the profession. The
consequence of this is obvious.
Stuart Hutton

Our political forbears recognised
that financial legal assistance was
the only way to meet Dicey’s Rule
of Law and satisfy the standards
of our free society. It goes without
saying that a legal right does
not exist unless it is capable of
being enforced. Therefore without
a properly funded independent
legal profession individual
rights cannot be enforced.

The “value for the tax payer”
issue is a red herring as no
acknowledgement is made that
the tax payer has had value for
money for years bearing in mind
that legal aid practitioners have
been paid rates that are 3 or 4
times lower than market rates. A
simple calculation of the expense
of time demonstrates that legal
aid practitioners are receiving
a wholly insufficient return for
their capital and staff costs.

In the setting that I have just
described I was heartened to
read that as a result of the
Competition Commission’s request
to the Government last August, an
Ombudsman is to be created to
enforce a code of practice governing
supermarkets’ relations with their
suppliers. The Consumer Minister,
Kevin Brennan, has said that the
new code has now come into force
and that a period of consultation will
begin on how best to enforce the
code including who the Ombudsman
should be and the powers the
position should carry. All of this
has, of course, happened because
large supermarkets are able to wield
unfair demands on their suppliers.
It is known that some supermarkets
regularly make retrospective
changes to contract terms, charge
suppliers for every customer
complaint and confirm orders
with less than 24 hours notice.

Of course the statement that the

It does not stretch the imagination

The Ministry of Justice proclaims
its desire to secure the best value
for the tax payer and assert that
the Government already spends
more money on legal aid than
any other country in the world.

too far to see an analogy between
the supermarkets and their
suppliers and the Legal Services
Commission and its suppliers of
legal services. In both cases the
bargaining position is unequal
and demonstrably unfair.

To book in to our next edition, please
contact our Account Manager,
Alison Jones:
T: 01905 727902
E: ali@pw-media.co.uk
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LORD JUSTCE JACKSON’S REVIEW
On 14th January 2009,
Lord Justice Jackson
published his final
report on the review
of civil litigation
costs. The document
is around 600 pages
long. It is intended
to set out a detailed
review, of all matters
appertaining to costs
and funding within
civil law. Its aim is to
achieve and enhance
access to justice
at a proportionate
cost. Those who
have provided
commentaries on the
report, are mainly
agreed that its
primary focus has
been personal injury
(PI) litigation and,
that it is defendant
PI lawyers who are
more pleased with
the outcome.
The final report is going to
have a serious impact on how
practices organize themselves,
particularly those with a high
reliance on claimant PI.
The following are the
main proposals:
1.The abolition of the
indemnity principle
To some this was a Dickensian
anachronism and to others,
an important principle. What is
proposed to be removed is the
notion that there must be a legal
obligation on the part of the client
to pay for work. The notion of what
reasonable and proportionate
costs are to be allowed is still
4 FEBRUARY 2010 WWW.CARDIFFLAW.ORG LEGAL NEWS

to be judged according to the
work actually done. The proposed
abolition of the principle removes
hurdles to technical challenges
for funding arrangements.
2. The abolition of success
fees and after the event
(ATE) premiums
This part of the report is likely to
greatly trouble claimants’ solicitors.
Lord Justice Jackson says that
conditional fee agreements (CFA)
can be retained but any success
fees due under those agreements
will be borne by the client not
the opponent. In other words
we are going back in time to the
position between 1995 and 2000.
Recognizing a possible increased
burden upon the claimant’s
litigation cost, he proposes an
increase in general damages by
10%. In addition, the maximum
amount of damages a lawyer may
deduct for success fees will be
capped at 25% of damages. Legal
commentators and practitioners are
still digesting the effect of all this.
In general, claimants’ solicitors
considered that CFAs, with success
fees and ATE insurance, had
provided good access to justice
for claimants. Anybody, regardless
of their circumstances, who has a
claim with merit, could pursue a PI
claim without the worry of paying
the opponent’s legal costs or of
having their damages substantially
reduced. The ATE insurance
industry will be wiped out.
3. Ban on referral
fees in PI cases
Lord Justice Jackson considers
that referral fees add to the cost
of litigation without adding any real
value to it. The recommendation
is that lawyers should not be
permitted to pay referral fees
in respect of personal injury
claims. Referral fees have been

a controversial issue for some
years. A number of claimant
personal injury firms rely on
claims management companies
to provide them with a stream of
new cases. Effectively such firms
have delegated marketing to a
claims management company.
For them the referral fee is an
acquisition cost for a case just
as one might pay for advertising
in the local newspaper. There are
very serious implications for such
law firms and of course for the
claims management company
themselves, if this recommendation
is brought in. Will people find ways
around it? The recommendations
apply to lawyers but what of nonlawyers who might run PI claims?
4. Qualified oneway cost shifting
If the ATE premium is not to be
recoverable, then the claimant
must not be deterred from bringing
the litigation, by being exposed to
substantial costs from the other
side. Thus is introduced the idea
of one-way costs shifting. Lord
Justice Jackson defines this to
mean that the claimant will not be
required to pay the defendant’s
costs in the PI claim if the claim
is unsuccessful. The qualifications
for this are that unreasonable or
unjustified behaviour may lead to
a different costs order. One can
already see satellite litigation being
lined up! What type of conduct
is “unreasonable”? In respect of
the claimant on income support,
the defendants are in the same
position as they were many
years ago, when people could
bring PI claims with the benefit
of legal aid protection. The other
qualification is that the defendant
can recover costs if the claimant
is “conspicuously wealthy”. How
is that going to be assessed?
Are middle class home owning

clients going to be deterred?
5. Fixed costs
In personal injury, cases with a
value of less than £25,000 and
where the trial can be concluded
in one day, are categorized as
“fast track”. Detailed proposals
are put forward for fixed costs
in such cases with the level of
those costs to be paid at the
stage at which proceedings settle.
In non-PI fast track cases Lord
Justice Jackson recommends there
be a cap for costs of £12,000
for pre-trial costs. Crucially and
controversially he did not accept
the argument by the claimant
camp for realistic escape clauses.
The claimant’s fear in relation to
fixed fees is that an unco-operative
defendant could simply string out
the process until the claimant
runs out of money and, on a larger
scale, undermining the economic
liability of claimant PI as a legal
practice area. Allocation hearings,
which are currently relatively rare,
could become common place
as defendants seek to argue
that a particular case should be
fast track and not multi-track.
6. Contingency fees
Solicitors and Counsel should
be permitted to enter into
contingency fee agreements with
their clients. Costs would then
only be recoverable against the
other party on the usual basis.
Contingency fee agreements must
be properly regulated and cannot
be valid unless the client has
received independent advice.
7. Before the event insurance
Lord Justice Jackson sees this as
one of the answers to funding.
Positive efforts should be made
to encourage the take up of such
policies. Indeed, many people
have such policies without really

Feature

Michael Imperato, Vice President
being aware of them. A problem
has been that consumers find it
difficult to instruct a lawyer who is
not on the legal expenses insurers’
panel. Lord Justice Jackson says
that this should not be the case
and the insured’s right to choose
a solicitor should arise when a
letter of claim is sent not, as the
current position is regarded, when

Court proceedings are issued.
8. Small claims track limit
Lord Justice Jackson recommends
no change to the present limit of
£1,000 in personal injury cases.
There is a lot more in the report
including chapters on third party
funding, clinical negligence, IP
litigation, commercial disputes,

Chancery litigation, technology
and construction litigation,
JR, defamation, summary
and detailed assessment.
There is no doubt that the above
are major changes. Much of it will
require primary legislation and
with 2010 being an election year,
this will inevitably delay things.

Lord Justice Jackson has indicated
that he has accepted an invitation
to oversee the implementation.
Therefore it would be wrong to
write off the suggested report as
something that may never happen.
Michael Imperato
Vice-President, Cardiff &
District Law Society

The Incorporated Law Society for Cardiff and District
CALLING ALL CARDIFF & DISTRICT LAW SOCIETY MEMBERS - SAVE 50% ON CPD COURSES!
It is never too early for practitioners to plan their own CPD
training for the year and indeed, to consider the training
requirements of others within their practices.
In conjunction with Central Law Training (CLT), the Cardiff &
District Law Society offers savings to its members of 50% on
CPD Courses – you will more than recover the cost of your
subscription if you attend just ONE course!
These discounts are offered to members attending the following
courses (all to be held at Cardiff venues to be confirmed by CLT):

How to Book?

Members should contact CLT’s Booking Department direct on
0121 355 0900, quoting their membership number.

COURSE TITLE		

How to Join Cardiff & District Law Society in order to take
advantage of these great discounts?
Details of how to join the Society and the CURRENTLY REDUCED
JOINING FEES can be found within the ‘membership pages’
elsewhere within this edition of Legal News. Alternatively, please
contact the Membership Secretary, Vrinda Theara on 029 20
385385 for further details.
Should anybody have suggestions for future courses, please
contact me by e-mail (tomd@dolmans.co.uk) or telephone (029
20 345531).
Tom Danter, Education and Training Secretary
Cardiff & District Law Society

DATE

COST

Ancillary Relief Update (3 hours)
2nd March 2010
			

£120 + VAT (members)
£240 + VAT (non-members)

Estate Planning Toolbox (3 hours)
22nd March 2010
			

£120 + VAT (members)
£240 + VAT (non-members)

Commercial Property Update (6 hours)
16th April 2010
			

£210 + VAT (members)
£420 + VAT (non-members)

Company Articles under the Companies Act 2006:
5th May 2010
Amending Existing Articles & the New Default (6 hours)		

£210 + VAT (members)
£420 + VAT (non-members)

Company Law Update: The Companies Act 2006
17th May 2010
– One Year On (3 hours)		

£120 + VAT (members)
£240 + VAT (non-members)

Civil Litigation Update 2010 (6 hours)

£210 + VAT (members)

14th June 2010

			

£420 + VAT (non-members)

Wills and Probate Update 2010 (5 hours)
22nd June 2010
			

£210 + VAT (members)
£420 + VAT (non-members)

Defending Speeding Allegations (3 hours)
8th July 2010
			

£120 + VAT (members)
£240 + VAT (non-members)
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NEW DECADE, new challenges
At the beginning
of a new decade it
is appropriate to
note the changes
that affected the
profession during
the last decade
before considering
the challenges
that lie ahead.
The Way We Were –
February 2000
The Law Society was the
professional body for solicitors,
its regulator and it handled
complaints against solicitors.
Solicitors were regulated as
individuals and the rules were
contained in the Guide to the
Professional Conduct of Solicitors.
Sir David Clementi had not yet
been commissioned to review
the regulation of legal services.
The Human Rights Act 1998 was
not yet in force and the Limited
Liability Partnerships Act 2000
had not received Royal Assent.
We had never heard of sub-prime
mortgages, CLACS and CLANS,
claims farmers or best value
tendering (BVT) for criminal defence
work. It was possible to obtain legal
aid for routine personal injury claims
from the Legal Aid Board. The law
lords were the highest court in the
land and the Lord Chancellor, who
was the head of the judiciary, sat
in the House of Lords. The Lord
Chancellor’s Department appointed
judges and ran the courts and
tribunals system. The National
Assemble had both executive and
legislative functions. The Bank of
England’s base rate was 6%. It
was a very different world to that
in which we live and work today.
The Way We Are
Today, the Legal Services Board
6 FEBRUARY 2010 WWW.CARDIFFLAW.ORG LEGAL NEWS

(LSB) oversees the regulation of
legal services. Rather confusingly,
the Law Society is both a corporate
group (consisting of The Law
Society, Solicitors’ Regulation
Authority (SRA) and Legal
Complaints Service (LCS)) and
the professional body which forms
part of that group. Lord Hunt has
recommended that this confusion
should be rectified by re-naming
the professional body. Although
the Law Society is the approved
regulator of the profession, it has
delegated regulation to the SRA
and the handling of complaints to
the LCS in accordance with the
recommendations of the Clementi
report. The LCS will be replaced
by the independent Office for
Legal Complaints (OLC) later this
year. Solicitors are regulated as
individuals still, but the SRA has
added firm-based regulation.
Solicitors may conduct their
business through limited liability
partnerships (LLPs) and legal
disciplinary practices (LDPs), as well
as partnerships and sole practices.
The LSB plans to allow alternative
business structures (ABS) to
deliver legal services in 2011.
The Secretary of State for Justice
sits in the House of Commons and
runs the Ministry of Justice. He
is not a member of the judiciary.
He does not appoint judges:
this is the task of the Judicial
Appointments Commission. The
Legal Services Commission (LSC)
has replaced the Legal Aid Board
and legal aid is in crisis, despite
the withdrawal of BVT for criminal
defence work. The Government
of Wales Act 2006 separated the
executive functions (the Welsh
Assembly Government) from the
legislative functions of the National
Assembly for Wales. The Bank of
England’s base rate is 0.5%.

The Future
These changes to the landscape
of legal practice have been very
wide-ranging, so it is impossible
to predict the extent of the
changes we will face in the next
10 years. However, these are
likely to include the following:
1. ABS will be introduced, but
the forms in which they will
be permitted, the safeguards
provided to the public and the
regulatory regime or regimes
that will apply are
unforeseeable;
2. The LSB will be an active agent
for change in the legal services
marketplace rather than the
passive overseer of regulation
that most of us would prefer;
3. A new Code of Conduct will
replace the current Code in
late 2011. It will place greater
emphasis on principles rather
than prescriptive
rules of conduct;
4. All forms of legal work will
be subject to further costs
pressure but publicly funded
work will be hit particularly
hard by future spending cuts;
5. Fewer firms will be doing
publicly funded work;
6. More routine work (which
may include advocacy) that
is done by qualified staff will
be done by unqualified staff;
7. Clients will be persuaded
to do their own legal work
using information technology
and to seek legal advice
only when complications
arise (and even then, they
will generally be referred to
telephone advice services); and

8. There will be increased
law-making powers for
the National Assembly.
David Edmonds, the chairman of the
LSB has made it clear that he sees
the role of the LSB is to change
the relationship between lawyers
and the public and to enhance the
interests of consumers through
effective competition and more
innovative ways of delivering legal
services. The SRA has announced
its plans for the new Code of
Conduct. At Chancery Lane, we are
doing our best to manage these
challenges to make them as easy
for the profession as possible.
The Budget
The main business on the agenda of
the December council meeting was
approval of the budget for 2010.
The practising certificate fee and
compensation fund contributions
had already been paid. The increase
in the practising certificate fee is
mainly attributable to the obligation
imposed on the Law Society to
pay the lion’s share of the costs
of setting up and running the
LSB and OLC. The cost of the
SRA has increased, primarily as
a result of the rise in the number
of interventions and the average
increased costs of an intervention.
Membership services
Local law societies are now entitled
to receive one list per year of the
details of all practising solicitors
in their area free of charge. It is
hoped that they will be able to
recruit more members and thus
better represent the views of
the solicitors in their locality.
The Membership Board is
preparing a Memorandum of
Understanding which will form the
basis of the relationship between
the Law Society and local law

feature

David Dixon
societies. Let’s hope that local
law societies will have some
input into this “understanding”.
Three other membership
issues arose:
1. The review of the accreditation
schemes which were returned
from the SRA to the Law
Society some months ago
seems to be taking a lot of
time with little progress
being made;
2. The concept of a “fellowship
of the Law Society” award
for professional excellence,

ILEX UP-DATE
24th February 2010 – ILEX SOUTH
WALES AGM – We are delighted to
announce that the ILEX National
President, Judith Gordon-Nicholls,
has agreed to attend our AGM to
meet our Members. Judith is very
approachable and is interested in
the views of Members at all levels.
The AGM will be held at Coleg Glan
Hafran, City Road, 35 The Parade,
Cardiff at 6.45pm. Food and drinks
will be served after the AGM – with
compliments of Ilex South Wales
Branch. We welcome Branch
Members and those interested in
joining the Branch to come along.
11th March 2010 – ILEX NATIONAL
CONFERENCE – To be held at The
Commonwealth Club, London at a
cost of £199 with 7 CPD points.
The guest speakers include The
Hon. Mrs Justice Dobbs, ILEX
National President, Judith GordonNicholls, Chief Executive of the Legal
Services Board, Chris Kenny, Chair
of IPS, Alan Kershaw and Managing
Direction of Co-Operative Legal
Services, Eddie Ryan. There are also
several Workshops arranged for the

which was recommended by
Lord Hunt was rejected by
the Board, but has
subsequently been
revived in council members’
e-mail traffic; and
3. Council members’
communications with members
– there will be a pilot project
consisting of blogs hosted
on the Law Society’s website
in addition to which 2 council
members will be given the
e-mail addresses of 1,000
constituents, to begin
exchanges. The first review of
the pilot project will take place

after 3 months, followed by a
second review in the autumn.
Now the Society has only an
oversight role in regulation, its
membership services role has
become vital to its future. It’s a pity
that it is doing an ineffective job of
this important role at the moment.
Legal aid
The government has abandoned
its plans to pilot BVT for criminal
defence work. Although this is a
victory for the profession, let’s
hope it is not Pyrrhic. Public
spending cuts will force the Ministry
of Justice to cut other items of

legal aid spending. Whatever they
choose to cut is unlikely to be
acceptable to the members of the
profession who are affected.
The Law Society has started
judicial review proceedings to
quash the new regulation 7 of the
Costs in Criminal Cases (General)
Regulations 1986. This limits the
amount of costs recovered by a
private paying defendant who is
acquitted of a crime and is awarded
costs are paid from central funds
to the amount of costs payable by
the Criminal Defence Service.
David Dixon

afternoon to include Legal Skills
Up-date, Advocacy Skills, Partnership
Development and Preparing your
Judicial Appointment Application.
27th and 28th May 2010 REVISION DAYS - ILEX South
Wales Branch, in conjunction with
Coleg Glan Hafren, will be holding
these Revision Days at Coleg Glan
Hafren City Road, 35 The Parade,
Cardiff. The New Level 3 Revision
Day is to take place on 27th May
at a cost of £45 any unit per 2
hour session for Branch Members
and £50 Non-Members. The New
Level 6 Revision Day is to take
place on 28th May at a cost of
£50 any unit per 2 hour session for
Branch Members and £55 NonMembers. (Subject to demand)

Celebrating 25 years of professional costing
services to solicitors

FRANCES EDWARDS
ILEX COUNCIL MEMBER
FOR WALES
For further information for
any of these events, please
contact:- Frances Edwards.
E mail fran@caswelljones.com
Tel No 02920 863888.
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PRESIDENT’S REPO
I had the great joy of
meeting an old friend
at a dinner party
last month. I hadn’t
seen her for some
years and, after the
inevitable small talk
about kids - they CAN’T
be 25 surely- she
dropped in the fact
that her new lawyer
husband reads Legal
News. And wanted to
know whether I would
be indulging in my
regular post Christmas
habit of quoting
from the books I had
received as presents?
She added, somewhat
archly I felt, that “it
must make it easier
for you than having to
think it up yourself”.
Humffff. That predictable eh? This
years offerings are “The Ultimate Loo
Book” by Mitchell Symons (hereafter
ULB (more interesting than the Bible
according to the blurb), and “Red
Herrings and White Elephants” by
Albert Jack (henceforth RHWE
(which tells me that the word “Blurb
derives from a Miss Belinda
Blurb who appeared on the front
page of author Gelet Burgess’
1907 comic book. When asked
what the name Belinda Blurb
meant Burgess said “Self praise
and making a noise like a
Publisher.”)

point of this first offering of 2010.
I cannot remember how long I
have been penning these columns
in Legal News, either as your
Council Member in Chancery
Lane, President of Cardiff or
in my current incarnation.
I suspect it has to be at least
fifteen years, but I may be wrong.
Anyhow it’s a long time.
ULB- Age is not particularly
interesting subject. Anyone can
get old, all you have to do is live
long enough (Groucho Marx).
And it has always been a rant
about something that I feel
is wrong, or a story I think is
funny, or some silliness that
has tickled me, and what I have
wanted to pass on to you.
ULB: It is physically impossible
for pigs to look up into the sky.
This month for instance I shall
mostly be ranting about the
latest Government U turn, to
whit the scrapping of the best
value tendering pilots.
Hooray!!! We shout. Good
sense at last prevails! Ding
Dong the witch is dead!
But, dear Reader, this is the
panto season and Baron Grimm
(played to perfection by Lord Bach)
is on stage with his big shiny
nasty axe! “He’s behind you!”

ULB- THE SENILITY PRAYER –
God grant me the senility to
forget the people I never like
anyway, the good fortune to
run into those I do, and the
eyesight to tell the difference.

Too late to rush for a Festive Big
Mac (for many of us the acme
of our Xmas fayre this past Yule)
‘cos he’s gone and cut Jack’s
legs off at the knee. (Jack being
played by any criminal lawyer still
daft enough to be practising).

Which leads me on to the first

Lord Bach, having realised how
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nonsensical it was to spend a pot
of gold better left with the Giant
in Whitehall Palace to guard,
decided to do the sensible, if totally
undemocratic, thing, and trim
the £23 million he was going to
cut whatever the pilots produced
anyway, with immediate effect.
So - much reduced legal aid police
station fees in the most, and I quote,
“expensive and oversubscribed
areas” (everywhere?), no more
file review payment. Oh and

it was the unarrested co-belligerent
of the first callee, who had duffed
up another member of the family
whilst we were at the nick. Peace
on earth and goodwill to all men.
And I have been tickled by that
smooth dude Roberto Mancini,
who finds himself at the helm of
what Stuart Hall calls “The Theatre
of base Comedy” I.e. Man City.

“consolidated committals”.

to be fair to Mr M, who the City
faithful call “Bobby Manc”, his
adoption of the white scarf, the
turning of said comforter into an
Italianate fashion “must have”, and
his willingness to attempt press
conferences with the piranhas of
the sports media, have been most
endearing. Oh, it’s not so bad that
we are winning a few games too.

In real terms then – “For going to the
nick in the dead of night, nothing, for
ensuring that you do all the things
the LSC say you have to do to be
able to continue practising, nothing.
For reading squillions of pages of
committal papers to make sure you
don’t get a beasting from the Judge
in Crown Court, as little as possible”.
For a Government that has just
given the poor old bankers £130
BILLION (so that they can buy Ffiona
a pony and Hermione a Ferrari for
their birthday without dipping into
the regular wage) – Priceless.
I’ve not met Lord Bach. I assume he
is not a “Goodole Taff” nor does he
seem to make the beautiful music
of his namesake. Just another one
of the numerous who are intent on
making Justice a mere historical
reference. Welcome to Old Mother
Hubbard’s Legal Aid Cupboard.
Help yourself to a cobweb.
ULB – Giving money and
power to government is like
giving whiskey and car keys to
teenage boys. (P J O’Rourke).
The funny story concerns my
Christmas Day. Despite being told
by all the Duty Dogs down here
that there hadn’t been a call out for
years…….I was. There were three
in fact. All domestics. I didn’t have
to go to the third though, because

I was disgusted at the treatment
of Mark “Sparky” Hughes. But

RHWE-Pie in the sky usually
means good idea that is not
expected to succeed. It comes
from a hymn called Sweet Bye
and Bye, which ends – You’ll get
pie in the sky when you die.
However, it is usually a rant. And
it is usually directed at those
in power, who consider to have
made some ludicrous decision
that affects the legal profession in
particular, or the public in general.
But do you know, that I have
never received any complaint
about the contents of this now
almost “Eastenders” vintage
passage of musings.
So when our splendid editor,
Richard Fisher, telephoned me
to say that he was sending me
a letter of complaint, and that
when I had “cooled down”, he
would enclose his response with
mine, it was a bit of a shock.
ULB – I can take any amount of

ORT - February 2010
criticism, so long as its unqualified
praise! (Noel Coward)
But when I sat down in the middle
of a blizzard to read the missive I
wasn’t the least offended. I have to
tell you that I was rather pleased!
I have had, and this is very
immodest, loads of letters of
support. and encouragement, but
no complaints (unless you count
the “Solva Supremo”, Andy Owen of
Abses threatening to send the Casa
Nostra and several Tongs to remove
my knee caps with pruning shears in
vain attempt to redeem his shattered
reputation following my News of
the World type exposures about
his howlers on the sward in various
European matches for the Accies).
But this was a genuine and evidently
heartfelt grievance. The author isn’t
the afore- mentioned embittered
and sartorially challenged Andrew
Aloysius Aardvark Tarquin Owen Esq,
(who, I suspect, secretly enjoys my
regular abuse and exacts revenge
with that pixie-like smile in various
hostelries and changing facilities.)
This person seriously feels that I
am obviously a staunch opponent
of the Labour Party and its leader.
When one takes my writing
over the past thirteen years as
the norm, this would be fair.
And the comment that I have been
“over personal” in my sarcastic
Private Eye satire style has a lot
of truth to it. I have been a bit
rude about Tony, Gordon, Jack
Straw, Mr Prescott etc all.
What is obvious, however, is that
this person is unaware that a) I was
just as beastly to the Conservative
Government when they were milking
the tax payer, and b) that I have
never voted Conservative in my

life (Plaid, Liberal and-gasps of
amazement- Labour yes. Tory no.
But I may in May). And c) I have
actually criticised all manner of
people, organisations and their
decisions. I am proud to have been
called “That Bloody Nuisance” by
three successive Lord Chancellors
(or is that Lords Chancellor?), the
first of whom was Lord McKay of
Clashfern of whom I wrote (with
total plagiarism) comparing him
with the famous Aussie cricketer
“Slasher” McKay who was prone to
rash cuts. He was, I believe, a Tory.
I am sorry the complainant feels this
way, I am sorry they are upset. But
I am not apologising for exercising
my right to say what I think about
stupid policies and decisions, that
cause immense problems to the
Legal Profession and to the country
as a whole. Nor about attacking
politicians who choose to be in the
public eye and are accountable for
what they do. They are well enough
remunerated don’t you think?
As to being partisan, yes, I am
unashamedly partisan towards the
legal profession. And against any
one who seeks to ruin the finest
justice system on the planet.
And I am pleased that I have
provoked a response. I am happy
that someone feels strongly
enough to say this column is a
lot of tosh. What is the saying? “I
disagree entirely with your opinion,
but I will fight to the death to
uphold your right to express it!”
ULB- Those are my principles.
If you don’t like them, I have
others (Groucho Marx).
A brief piece of sadness…….the
loss of Russel Jenkins a former
senior partner of Hugh James.
Russel was a fabulous character.
He actually was a heavily involved
Criminal Litigator when I first went to

the old Cardiff Mags Court. He was
for many years the Administrator of
the voluntary Duty Solicitor Scheme,
over which he presided with massive
good humour and benevolence.
I had many happy “Advocacy
Fridays” in Trattoria Pulcinella
( Luciano’s as it then was) with him.
Despite his senior status, he joined
in with that lovely period when
the advocates of Cardiff were
able to be characters. He often
provided the inappropriate words
that we would try to insert into our
speeches and was always willing to
advise and direct young lawyers.
He was a Cardiff and District
Council Member for many years
and President in 1998. A truly
delightful person. I, and many others
will miss him a lot. My sympathy
to his lovely wife and children.
Also passed is Ian Unsworth. Ian
was a qualified electrician, who
became fascinated by the law,
and actually did his articles with
me. He didn’t have an easy life,
and died after a long illness.
There has been some debate about
the Confederation. In fact criticism
that maybe we should be doing
more to develop and expand.
Well, we are planning to keep
membership for individuals free,
to take some of our courses “on
the road” so that some more rural
areas can save on travelling. We
would also love to see a volunteer
to take over the Equal Opportunity
Secretary post, now that the
incomparable Eleanor Williams has
been elevated to bigger things.
As I tried to explain to one
critic-this really is not a good
time to make heavy financial
investments. It is clear that as a
profession we are in the mire.

The recession has meant that
houses aren’t selling. Insurance
Companies are reducing panels.
Big firms are trawling to survive.
Legal Aid is being further cut.
People are nervous, and don’t
have time, or money to spend
on albeit exciting concepts.
I would love to be able to provide an
office for the people of South Wales
to come to, with trainees to take
initial instructions, and then for the
cases to be sent out to members. To
have a library and video conferencing
facilities for our members. To
provide cheap accommodation
to enable those who have
downsized to have an occasional
professional base. To have pastoral
care and defence services to
fight the corner of the solicitor
against the tide of Regulation
and administrative burden.
Even to open our own Property Shop.
But we simply do not have the
wherewithal at present.
So we shall just have to keep
chipping away at improvement,
and continue to provide
reasonably priced courses,
some social gatherings, and
any practical help we can.
ULB-Anagram – To be or not to
be, that is the question, whether
tis nobler in the mind to suffer the
slings and arrows of outrageous
fortune….is an anagram of…
In one of the Bards best thoughtof tragedies, our insistent hero,
Hamlet, queries on two fronts
about how life turns rotten.
Until next time, if we are
spared, Pob Hwyl
Mumf
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ANNUAL
DINNER

INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY FOR CARDIFF AND DISTRICT

ANNUAL DINNER
CITY HALL, CARDIFF • FRIDAY, 16th APRIL 2010
Support your Society and your President

STUART HUTTON
Guest Speaker:
ROBBIE GLEN
(former Governor, Barlinnie Prison)

Followed by Music and Dancing with Smokin Aces

7.00pm for 7.30pm
Black Tie • Tickets £50 per person
Tickets available from: Richard Fisher, Charles Crookes, 51 The Parade, Cardiff,
DX 33025 Cardiff. Telephone (029) 2049 1271 Email: rfisher@ccj-law.co.uk

Sponsored by
Aon - Insurance intermediary for the legal profession
Wesleyan for Lawyers
Phoenix Legal Services
7Side

We would like to reserve _________ places and enclose a cheque for
£_________ payable to Inc. Law Society for Cardiff & District
Name of Contact: ______________________________________________________
Name of Firm: _________________________________________________________
Address/DX: ___________________________________________________________
Telephone No. _________________________________________________________
Special Dietary Requirements: ___________________________________________
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regulation

New Lawyers defence Group
Duncan Finlyson
with a history of involvement in
legal regulation and business
defence, Richard Nelson Solicitors
and Murdochs Solicitors, have
launched a new enterprise – the
Lawyers Defence Group (LDG)
- aimed at providing wideranging support to all lawyers
– no matter which branch of
the law they operate in.
Drawing upon a panel of
Duncan Finlyson

There can be little
doubt that for all
legal professionals
these are what could
euphemistically
be described as
interesting times.
Whether they are grappling with
outcomes-based regulation, legal
disciplinary or multi-disciplinary
partnerships, alternative business
structures or are desperately
seeking alternatives to legal
practice, never has there been
a time when those in the law
have had to face up to so
many disparate, and potentially
career defining, decisions.
The past twelve months have seen
not only a substantial reduction
in the amount of work which
many firms undertake, but also
changes to the ways in which they
are approved by the Solicitors
Regulation Authority, problems
with professional indemnity
insurance, increased regulation,
changes to the availability of
legal aid and for those who are
employed, lay-offs, short-time
working and even redundancy.
It is against the back-drop of
this uncertainty that two firms
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expert solicitors, barristers and
consultants, and utilising their
own national office network
covering Cardiff, London, Bristol,
Nottingham, Birmingham,
Solihull, Stansted and
Manchester, the LDG provides
all lawyers, whether solicitors,
barristers, legal executives,
paralegals, or others, with
access to guidance and advice
on a wide range of conduct,
disciplinary, practice, partnership
and employment issues.
From how to manage a practice
and supervise staff to assistance
in disciplinary, criminal or civil
proceedings, from up in practice
to assistance in closing down
a firm, the LDG offers the
opportunity to be advised by
those who are expert in dealing
with lawyers and law firms.
Anyone can access the LDG’s
comprehensive web site
containing a range of information
on matters such as investigations,
interventions, professional
indemnity insurance, conduct
requirements of the different
regulators and employment
matters. However, by registering
on the site (which is entirely free
of charge and requires only a
user name and email address)
users can access additional
benefits including downloadable
pro forma documents and

management precedents, access
to a discussion section and a
regular e-bulletin keeping them
up to date with developments
within the regulators and major
legal sector organisations.
The LDG is managed by Duncan
Finlyson, a solicitor with Richard
Nelson Solicitors and formerly a
policy adviser at the Solicitors
Regulation Authority. “My
experience is that a substantial
number of lawyers are unaware
of what is required of them by
their respective regulators and
consequently fall foul of the rules
more often by default rather
than wilfulness,” commented
Finlyson. “ Quite frankly the
whole regulatory regime is
becoming too complex. As the
regulators struggle to protect the
public interest, more and more
time is spent by firms ticking
regulatory boxes rather than fee
earning. The aim of the LDG is
to provide firms with access to
practical, succinct and usable
guidance and advice on that
which is required of them so that
hopefully breaches will be fewer.”
One area where the LDG believes
firms are going to face difficulties
in the future is in relation to
outcomes-based, or risk-based,
regulation. This is something
which is favoured by the Legal
Services Board and will replace
the traditional approach of
protecting clients by regulating
the conduct of individual lawyers
with a system focused more on
the risks associated with a legal
practice or firm as a whole.
The traditional way forward leads,
it is alleged, to a largely reactive
approach to the enforcement
of very specific rules utilising a
system driven by misconduct

complaints leading to disciplinary
action. The new system will,
instead, place greater emphasis
upon firms managing the
risks to the client associated
with a firm as a whole, rather
than focusing exclusively on
individual lawyers within that
firm. Thus they will need to look
specifically at how their own firm
operates, the procedures they
adopt and the risks that their
clients in particular will face.
“Whilst adopting a risk-based
approach has much to commend
it for medium and larger sized
firms with comprehensive riskmanagement policies,” stated
Finlyson, “nevertheless it will
place yet another burden upon
smaller firms with which they are
not best equipped to cope. Many
lack the skills and resources to
operate a risk-based system and
will either need to seek outside
assistance or ignore it in the hope
that it goes away. Regrettably, I
suspect they may fall foul of the
SRA long before it goes away.”
To find out more about the
Lawyers Defence Group, go
to www.lawyersdefencegroup.
org.uk, email Duncan
Finlyson on dfinlyson@
lawyersdefencegroup.org.
uk or telephone the LDG if
you have a specific problem
with which you would like
assistance on 0333 888 4070.

UPDATE

SWTSG
Candles, baubles, frolics and
Slade… does any of this sound
familiar? The bitterly cold month
of January (the coldest in thirty
years in case you hadn’t heard)
has reduced Christmas to a long
and distant memory. Right in the
midst of that distant memory was
the SWTSG Christmas party! The
party was a fancy affair with a
stylish venue, a Prosecco reception
and great mix of people from
different firms. The event had an
excellent turnout and the evening
buzzed with Christmas cheer.
Now that the New Year has begun
the SWTSG committee members
have switched their attention to
an event which will help fellow
trainees and paralegals get their
CVs up to scratch. This year’s
career event, hosted by Chadwick
Nott, will have recruitment

consultants at hand to answer
your questions and provide top
tips on how to market yourself
on the job market. Keep an
eye out on our website www.
SWTSG.com for event details.
In a matter of months we will no
longer be known as the South
Wales Trainee Solicitors’ Group
as a decision has been made
to convert our organisation to
the Junior Law Division (JLD).
The Junior Law Division is a
group within the Law Society
which represents the views
of trainee and newly qualified
solicitors nationwide. As JLD,
we will be aiming to provide the
same function but on a local
level. This change promises
a greater recognition of the
group on a national level and
will strengthen the group’s link

with the Cardiff and District
Law Society. Further details on
this rebranding process will be
announced on our website shortly.

Sophie Jones (Hugh James)
National Representative
for the SWTSG

Eleanor Williams
Following Eleanor William’s
appointment as Head of Legal
for the Legal for the Equality and
Human Rights Commission in
Wales, Eleanor has unfortunately
decided that her position means
that she is unable to continue
as the Confederation’s Equal
Opportunities Officer. The Council
of the Federation wishes to thank
Eleanor very much for all of her

work and contribution as the Equal
Opportunities Officer over the
last few years and congratulate
her on her appointment.
Eleanor has also resigned from the
Council of Cardiff and District Law
Society, where her particular brief
was Equal Opportunities. Cardiff and
District’s Council would also like
to thank her for her contribution.

To advertise in our next edition,
please contact Alison Jones:
Tel 01905 727902
Email ali@pw-media.co.uk

We are pleased to announce that from 15th February
2010 we will merge with James & Bulteel.
The merged firm will practise as Peter Davies Solicitors from
24 Park Place, Cardiff and 15 Gelliwastad Road, Pontypridd.

For further information contact:
Peter Davies on 029 2022 5472 or Jill Bulteel on 01443 408 455
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Lifestyle

Restaurant review
Richard fisher

Lilo Grill House, 72
City Road, Cardiff
- 02920450089.
Just the name of this
restaurant made me
think of my summer
holidays, floating on
the pool under the
Hellenic sun. Entering
the restaurant made
me feel even more
reminiscent with the
aroma of the cooking
and the sight of the
shish and kebabs all
displayed in the open
kitchen, but here, we
are further east than
Greece and Turkey and
more into the realms
of Middle Eastern
spices and herbs.

Lilo does not pretend to be a fine
dining experience but there is a
wide range of what must be good
Middle Eastern everyday food
judging by the number of families
that were all eating together in the
early evening making the restaurant
full of bustle and very atmospheric.
The prices reflect the type of
custom the restaurant is looking for
with starters all at £2.50 - £3.20
and lighter versions of main meals
which come in wraps or sandwiches
of Lebanese bread at around
£4.50. Accompanied on this trip by
our Egypt-loving Administrator, we
shared one of the starters with the
said Lebanese bread, Lamb Arayes
which is minced lamb sandwiched
in the Lebanese bread which is
quite thin but crispy. The lamb
was tasty and spicy and with this
we tried the cigar-shaped Cheese
Bouraq which were stuffed with

Feta – very cleansing to the palate.
As you can imagine, this type of
cooking caters well for vegetarians
but we stuck solidly to meat dishes
for the main course – a Chicken
Shish which was moist pieces of
chicken grilled on a skewer with
a choice of sauces – the chilli is
good and tingly! Next we had the
Lamb Qouzy, which came as two
chunks of lamb on the bone – this
is lamb at its best, succulent,
moist with an element of muttony
texture – the best I have tasted
outside Greece. This came with
an unusual aubergine sauce but
you could also have others such
as okra. The main courses were
served with Lilo’s version of Naan
Bread which were much thinner
and lighter than you would have in
an Indian restaurant – made simply
with flour and salt. All the main
courses including the various grills
are priced between £6.75 - £7.50

and for the fish-eater, there is a
char-grilled sea bass at a pretty
good £9.50. For a party or a real
family outing you can have a whole
or half of lamb presented on a
platter with all accompaniments
– at 2 days notice!
For those valiant folk amongst you
who give up alcohol for February,
this is an ideal restaurant to treat
yourselves without falling into
temptation as it is not licensed.
There is a long menu of drinks you
can have from the Juice Bar – all
the fruits piled high on display
– I chose an apple, banana and
raspberry Tootie Fruitie – it must
have been a 2008 and I think the
apples were from the south-facing
slope! – it wasn’t perhaps the best
complement to the lamb but I’m
sure it was very good for me!!!
Richard Fisher

WORK LIFE QUIZ

NAME – FRANCES EDWARDS
FIRM – CASWELL JONES, CAERPHILLY
TITLE – LEGAL EXECUTIVE

How did your legal career begin?

What is your career highlight?

I started work as a Legal Secretary at Llewellin & Burge in
Newport at the age of 17. After moving to Caerphilly, I worked
for Charles Crookes & Jones as a Secretary in the Family
Department where I started the Legal Executive course. As
I had young children and was working full time, I studied at
home and took my exams over a 6 year period. I became
a Fellow of the Institute of Legal Executives in 2000.

I don’t know that I can name one particular thing. I am involved
with ILEX South Wales Branch and was Branch Chairman for
3 years. I am now on the ILEX Council which takes up a lot
of time as our meetings are held at Head Office in Bedford.
I am this year’s President of Rhymney Valley Law Society
– the first Legal Executive to be a President of a local Law
Society - so that would be high up on the list. Also I am on the
Confederation Committee and have been for 3 years – it would
be a highlight if Simon Mumford could get my name right!

What is your area of expertise?
I work in the Family Department at Caswell
Jones and have done so for 15 years.
I complain, the same as everyone else, and because of
the emotive nature of the work, it can be stressful but
I have never really wanted to do anything else.

Do you intend to become a Solicitor?
No, there’s no need. I do the same work as a Solicitor. The role
of a Legal Executive in the legal world is generally recognised and
accepted. Legal Executives can become Partners of their firm, if
the opportunity arises and can apply for judicial appointment.
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Do you have any time for hobbies?
Yes, I go ballroom dancing. Mike, my husband, and I have been
going for about 5 years. We also go to Salsa, its great fun. Mike
enjoys cooking so he cooks our meals during the week but I
have a sweet tooth and try to do some baking at the weekend.
I don’t watch much TV but I enjoy the old Hollywood movies.

What is your favourite film?
Gone with the Wind – I love the costumes and the drama
and Vivienne Leigh as Scarlett O’Hara was brilliant.

Membership
matters

CDLS Membership 2010
Just in case you
haven’t heard already,
the Cardiff and District
Law Society has
SLASHED membership
rates this year to
encourage as many
people as possible
to experience the
benefit of becoming a
member of the society.
In these difficult
times, it is ever
more important for
individuals and firms
to get involved with
their local Law Society
and ensure that your
views are heard.
Our aim is to provide bigger
and better benefits for all of
our members. We are currently
refreshing the membership benefits
for both personal and business
use. Excitingly, the Society has
this year negotiated a reduced
rate on recruitment fees with
Premier Legal Recruitment (which
will be launching soon) for any
firms which take up the annual
firm membership. The potential
discounts available will be extremely
beneficial to firm members.
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
The new reduced rates are set
out at the end of this article;
however more importantly, these
are some of the 2010 benefits
which are currently available
to members of the Society (on
production of a valid membership
card), we are continually working
on adding further benefits to
this already extensive list:
WORK RELATED BENEFITS
• use us as a VEHICLE TO VOICE
YOUR OPINIONS/ concerns

at a national level on issues
affecting the profession
• DISCOUNTED RECRUITMENT
FEES from Premier Legal
Recruitment (for firm members)
• CHEAPER CPD POINTS!
Membership entitles you to
50 % discount on CPD courses
run by the Cardiff & District
Law Society and CLT courses
held in Cardiff and 25% off
courses run by the

for business users
• CREATE WEALTH MANAGEMENT
(financial advisors)-free
½ hour initial consultation
and 20% off all fees
• Substantial discounts on joining
fees at COTTRELL
PARK GOLF CLUB
• Large discounts on gym
membership costs and
salon prices at VITALITY
HEALTH & FITNESS (above

Vrinda.theara@morgan-cole.com

Confederation of South
Wales Law Societies.
• FIXED FEE COUNSEL’S
ADVICE The scheme enables
members to receive advice
from specialist counsel (at
various local Chambers) of
up to thirty minutes duration
either in person at Chambers
or by telephone for a fixed fee.
• Free LEGAL NEWS MAGAZINE
(a membership magazine
which informs of legal
issues and social events).
• FREE ENHANCED ADVERTISING
Members of the Cardiff &
District Law Society are entitled
to enhanced FREE ‘advertising’
linked to their ‘Find a Solicitor’
entry on the Society’s website.

Henry’s bar, Cardiff).
• 20% off at HAWKES MENSWEAR
• 10% discount on CARDIFF
DEVILS ICE HOCKEY
corporate packages (ideal
for marketing!) and reduced
price individual tickets for
Cardiff Devils Hockey ice hockey
matches (up to 4 per match).
• 50% off first visit to SAKS
and 25% off thereafter.
• Reduced membership cost to
ST DAVID’S HOTEL spa and gym.
• WASHINGTON GALLERY–
Contemporary Welsh Art Gallery
- Offering 10% off the purchase
price of paintings
throughout 2010
• Discounts at WINDSOR BARBERS
• SLATERS’ FASHION EVENINGS
– Slaters’ guaranteed discount
of between 10% and 50%
off any clothing purchased
up to a value of £200
• 10% discount for home users
from RADFORD COMPUTING and
20% discount for business users
• REVOLUTION BAR- 2 for 1
meals and queue jump benefit

2010 MEMBERSHIP RATES

LEISURE BENEFITS
• Substantial discounts on
dining, conference facilities,
room rates and banqueting from:
• The Bear Hotel High St
Cowbridge CF71 7AF
• The Coed-Y-Mwstwr Hotel
Coychurch Nr Bridgend
• The New House Country
Hotel Thornhill Cardiff
• Oscars Bar & Grill
High St Cowbridge
• SINCLAIR GROUP- beneficial
vehicle lease rates for Audi,
VW and/ or Mercedes. (See
article contained in this
magazine for more information)
• EXPERTUS IT (Business only
IT Support) 20% discount

HOW TO JOIN/RENEW
YOUR MEMBERSHIP?
New Members
Please request a ‘NEW
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM’
from Vrinda Theara, of Morgan Cole,
Bradley Court, Park Place, Cardiff
CF10 3DP or DX 33014 Cardiff
1 (029 20 345474) or e-mail:

Renewal of Membership
Please send your request for
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL and
CHEQUE (made payable to ‘Cardiff
& District Law Society’) to Jennifer
Perry, Treasurer, Cardiff & District
Law Society, c/o Principality Building
Society, PO Box 89, Queen Street
Cardiff or DX 144240 Cardiff 29.

Individual Members:
• Ordinary Members: £50.00
• Members not having an
office in or within 12 miles
of the City of Cardiff (‘the
Society’s District’)or having
an office in the Society’s District
but not practising personally
from that office: £40.00
• Consultants and nonpractising Solicitors: £30.00
• Newly Qualified Solicitors
Free (for the first 2 years
of qualification only)
Firm Members:
• For firms where all partners who
practice personally in
the Society’s District join
at Ordinary Member rates,
an equivalent number of
assistants/associates will be
entitled to free membership
• Bumper membership for large
firms to include all partners
who practice personally in
the Society’s District and all
assistants/associates based in
the Society’s District: £1,000
AND FINALLY ……….
Should you have any general
queries regarding membership and/
or membership benefits, please
contact Vrinda Theara (Membership
Secretary): Vrinda.theara@morgancole.com or visit: www.cardifflaw.org.
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